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Elegists expressing themselves, or creating selves? Are Augustan poets sincere, ironic or ambivalent when they praise? Is it Petronius or Eumolpus who lampoons Lucan? Is Lucan a Stoic poet, or Johnson's grim joker? Does Apuleius undercut his narrator Lucius' final conversion?

With regrettably little discussion of other Roman authors, Frischer asks questions like this of Horace's *Ars Poetica*, which Frischer suggests is a "mock-didactic poem" that presents "not...Horace's sincere declaration of poetic belief, but...the monologue of a fictional *grammaticus*, unsympathetic to contemporary poets and talented at composing...only tedious ramblings on poetics." Surprisingly, given its advertisements, this is not Frischer's book on the *AP*, but some arguments deemed too technical for some later, grander book. Frischer discusses the poem's name (*Ars Poetica*, not *Epistula ad Pisones*), place in the *corpus* (not with the *Epistles*), date (24-20 B.C.), addressee (L. Calpurnius Piso Caesonius, cos. 58, and two children, one of the consul of 15, the other an unknown son or daughter), and genre (not a letter, but a *sermo*). Frischer's dating rests in part on computer-assisted statistical analysis (complete with 44 tables) of Horace's use of *nee*, *sed*, *per*, and *ad*. He uses "*persona* theory" to argue that the speaker's scorn for the painted monster in *AP* 1-4, and praise for Maecius Tarpa in 385-90, mark him as a conservative "*ignoramus*" out of touch with contemporary art and literature.

Frischer's ideas about the *Ars Poetica* are interesting and potentially attractive, but the arguments in this volume are incomplete and unsatisfying. The later book, which will present a "new interpretation of the poem as a parody of Peripatetic poetics," must include complete discussion of both the poem itself (only a few lines are treated here), and the contemporary Roman taste for mock-didactic or otherwise ironic or ambiguous poetry. This book's title refers rather grandly not to Horace but to itself, but paradigms rarely shift before full and persuasive arguments are made.


Through this lucid and accessible book the Greekless student of literature will discover the distinctive features of Homeric narrative against the backdrop of other types of fictional narrative. The numerous Homeric quotations are all translated and set side by side with references to other traditional stories (Icelandic Sagas), film (Hitchcock) and, most frequently, with passages from classic novels, from Tolstoy to Tolkien.

Richardson examines the ways in which the Homeric narrator—who practically coincides with the implied author of the *Iliad* and *Odyssey*, but is distinct from the real author(s)—gives us access to the *story* by means of *discourse* and signals his presence in the latter. (The basic assumption that the two poems speak with the same narrative voice is however not sufficiently confirmed: most examples in the text come from the *Iliad*, and the *Odyssey* provides a proportionally large number of exceptional cases, although a representative long passage from the *Odyssey* is analyzed according to Richardson's method in the Appendix.)
The first four chapters excellently describe how the Homeric narrator manipulates the story through summaries, pauses (character introductions and object descriptions), indirect speech, and by rearranging the sequence of events. The study of these phenomena, of the ways in which the Homeric narrator exploits his omnipresence and omniscience (Chapter 5), and the survey of the narrator's comments on the story (Chapter 6) concretely demonstrates his self-effacement, aimed at maintaining the illusion that we are watching the story without mediation and only tempered by the need for clarity or to increase the poignancy of a scene.

The narrator's commentary on his own discourse (treated in the last chapter) is the most important and problematic testimony of his relationship to the world of the narrated. Here Unamuno and Diderot seem to have persuaded Richardson to attribute to the Homeric narrator an excessive degree of self-consciousness as the "master of the story," and he does so by straining categories and distinctions he has himself put in place. This however does not compromise the seriousness of his endeavour and its value for future studies of ancient narrative.
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